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DSH-Spezial:
What fascinates you about Dogsport?
Pierre Wahlström:
The most important thing is to have fun with the dogs. The Sport of Schutzhund is well and cleverly developed, in order
that everyone, young and old, can join in at different levels. For me, the best thing is how it brings together Dogsport
friends from around the world.
DSH-Spezial:
Describe how it felt to be standing on the podium as World Champion.
Pierre Wahlström:
Absolutely excellent, of course. Although it also took a couple of weeks for it to
sink in. In my case, having trained so hard the last ten years, and having put so
much emphasis on becoming Number 1, it was a strangely strong and moving
feeling. I got so close in 2000 at Wavre, and in 2003 in Ravenna I was Number 5
with Imze, and again in 2006 in Randers I was so close when I went Number 2
with Rosso – so I think my reaction under the circumstances is normal for such a
competitive person. You do your job and then it’s on to the next project!
DSH-Spezial:
In 2005 you judged the Protection at the World Championship in Hagenau. This
year some of the same dogs took part once again. Has the standard of the work
over the last years changed, and if so, in what way?
Pierre Wahlström:
Firstly I would like to take the opportunity to say a few words about judging and helper work at a World Championship.
No one in the world who has not done it themselves can understand how hard it is to judge 130 dogs over 4 days. People
get angry at the Judges, or at the Helpers, when we should all be giving them a big hand as they do this work
voluntarily. If we didn’t have these Judges and Helpers, we wouldn’t have a sport at all. Perhaps we should be having a
discussion about putting a normal person in a situation where they are expected to be able to concentrate 100% over
four days of hard work? Can mistakes occur? And if so, what can we do by way of a solution? We need to address
questions like this at an official level.
Regarding your questions: My having competed at 7 World Championships and judging at one, I have some short
comments:
What I have noticed the last years is dogs in the tracking being trained to a minimum standard. I’ve seen dogs working
far too quickly and ignoring the scent to be found in each step. Their over-activity not only creates problems when
searching up the legs of the track, but also on the corners. This behaviour is mainly created by teaching our dogs to
search for objects (treats, articles, etc) as a goal, when, in the beginning we must, as many trainers already know, utilise
the dog’s natural interest in following a scent trail.
What I’ve noticed in the obedience is how dogs will do the work initially and then fade away when the reward is not
forthcoming. The biggest problem for the German Shepherd Dog is in the obedience, where the GSD is too lazy and
phlegmatic. Most of the dogs will look super working in their local training group on their home grounds – where many
are working intensively, almost crazy - BUT when they are asked to produce a consistent, precision performance, the
drive disappears. In my career as a professional officer in the Swedish Armed Forces, I get to test around 300 dogs per
year, and in my opinion too many GSDs don’t have sufficient levels of temperament, hardness and fighting spirit to
achieve high obedience standards. In this I’m really concerned about the direction of where GSD breeding is heading.
In Part C I see dogs with good grips that are good at catching the Helpers. I also see dogs that have two enemies – the
Helper and their handler. I see handlers with problems in handling dogs. It’s my opinion that in the protection work
also, there must be a harmony between the dog and its handler. I think many people put the drives and fighting in first,
and then try to put in the obedience later - and then comes the problems; because after 10 months of imprinting the
barking and screaming from the car to the training field, suddenly the dog is expected to walk in a calm and controlled
manner, with its full attention towards their handler and the like. This is the start of the conflict, and from there on the
conflict continues. As far as the protection is concerned I think the breeding side is doing well.

DSH-Spezial:
Last year you were the Vice-Champion with Rosso. Was there a lot of pressure on you?
Pierre Wahlström:
It’s a big honour to represent your
country at a World Championship and
it’s a great achievement to then know
you’ve managed to reach a good placing.
But it’s not easy to deliver the same level
of performance a second time round. The
pressure on us both was immense this
time around. Particularly when everyone
you met during the year tells you at
every opportunity how, “you will win”,
or greets you with words like, "Hallo
Champ", or something similar.
DSH-Spezial:
What were your preparations for the
World Championship?
Pierre Wahlström:
Behind achieving a World Championship title is thousands of hours of training and preparation. As a competition, in
principle, one cannot afford any distractions or divergence from the goal. Every thought, every action must have the
purpose of improving any weaknesses in the training. All I do is live, eat and think about the dog. Not to mention
taking into account the influence of external features, such as the nature of the competition area. I.e.: the field length and
width, sound acoustics / echo etc., the length of the grass (what if I trip!), the distances – Transport, or the judge’s
analysis. No one can say I had any spare time. If you really want it enough, it will happen. However, ask, is the material
right for the job? Some of my competitor’s flames, maybe unconsciously, are burning bright - but the stronger my
opponents the stronger I become.

Questions concerning the 2007 WUSV Championship in Bratislava.
DSH-Spezial:
What were your impressions from the 2007 WUSV in Bratislava?
Pierre Wahlström:
The Slovakian people are amongst the most friendly I have met. (Aussies note that PW hasn’t met the Australians yet.)
My impression from this year was really good. Easy for me to say, because I was so successful! The tracking fields
were really challenging, the Helpers were excellent, and the organization and the Judges were also good. To criticise,
the time schedule could have been better arranged over the two days, the capacity of the restaurant to cope could have
been more effective and I hope that next year’s draw goes faster. Another
thing, I was afraid of leaving my car on the competitor’s parking ground
because of the number of people there.

The Tracking:
DSH-Spezial:
How did you assess the tracking fields and were they all comparable in the
level of difficulty?
Pierre Wahlström:
I didn’t see the other fields, but from what I understood, this year’s tracking
venue was up to a World Championship standard. The standard was so
high this year that my dog, Rosso - a talented tracker, had to concentrate
really hard.
The Finnish judge, Keijo Kodis, is really good. I have seen him judge at
different competitions and he really knows how a dog works and he
understands mentality. For example, when a dog has a problem, which
happens to everyone, it is really important to see HOW THE DOG COPES
WITH SOLVING THE PROBLEM - and not only deduct points for a problem when it occurs.
DSH-Spezial:
How were the tracks laid? Were they laid identically, for example?
Pierre Wahlström:
What I do believe is that the tracks were laid according to the Rulebook – with normal stepping and also normal on the
corners; so the dog had a fair chance to work the scent trail in a consistent manner.

The Obedience:
DSH-Spezial:
How was the obedience judged? Would you say the judging was hard, was it competent? Were the critiques detailed
enough and did they match the points given?
Pierre Wahlström:
Mr. Diegel is also a teacher, and this year he taught the world how obedience shall be judged. It is really important that
people can see the difference between the gradings, and Mr. Diegel demonstrated that very well this year.

The Protection:
DSH-Spezial:
What was your opinion of the Helper work in the Protection?
Pierre Wahlström:
The four Helpers this year were EXCELLENT – powerful, plenty of attitude and well prepared.
DSH-Spezial:
How did the pressure phases between the front and the back parts compare - hard, normal or weak?
Pierre Wahlström:
It was normal, as described in the Rulebook. If I should make a negative
comment, I prefer that Helpers doing the Back Part are not so extreme
when swinging the dogs after the catch.
DSH-Spezial:
How was it judged - was the judging hard, was it competent? Were the
critiques accurate and did they match the points?
Pierre Wahlström:
After so many World Championships Mr. Reuther is a highly experienced
evaluator. This year I thought he judged with heart as well as competence.
DSH-Spezial:
What was your assessment of the quality of the dogs taking part overall?
Pierre Wahlström:
This year the quality was really good, with some big name dogs on the start list. And some teams, like Germany for
example, were really super. In fact, for a long time I wasn’t sure what I’d done would suffice to win the title. For
instance, Mr. John Jabina from Denmark and his bitch, Jabina Dighte, were also there. They belong to world’s élite,
and with the potential to mess everything up for me. I’ve seen Dighte training and I knew she had the capacity to win a
World Championship, and that there were not many dogs performing a better protection than this bitch. Dighte reached
95 points in Part B.

Questions about Ängsbacken´s Rosso:
DSH-Spezial:
How did you get Ängsbacken´s Rosso? Did you raise him
yourself?
Pierre Wahlström:
I got Rosso when he was 20 months of age. The previous
owner had a big problem handling him. I tested him for 2
weeks and after the hardest 14 days of my life, we (my wife
Maria and I) decided to take him – despite knowing that
schooling Rosso would be a lot of work!
DSH-Spezial:
Please describe Rosso’s characteristics. I.e.: Grip, power,
fighting spirit, dominance towards the Helper, mix between
prey and aggression, trainability, drive readiness, sensitivity
towards the handler, speed, tracking ability, stubbornness?
Pierre Wahlström:
I can say that Rosso has a range of attributes I haven’t come across in one dog before. He’s demanding and strongwilled with a lot of heart that, understandingly in some situations, must be forced into line. Under pressure he’s an
unusual combination – he radiates power yet is very receptive to training. It is no big deal to trial a dog that behaves like
a Mike Tyson, as most uneducated dogs can do. The skill lies in showing a dog that has commanded the mix between a
Tyson and an Einstein. Over many Championships, Rosso has shown an immense ability to master different situations
and surroundings while still maintaining a very high standard of performance.
Rosso is the best example I know of a dog having an ON/OFF switch. It is absolutely impressive how he has the ability
to explode into drive and then immediately relax. I haven’t had a dog before this good, possessing such a sound nervous
system. He lives in our house with our children and the other dogs and I believe his rock solid nerves are the reason he’s
been able to consistently achieve very good results.
.
With many dogs this is not the case, and one can never know what might happen. But once Rosso understands what he
has to do, he does it 100%. He has a natural talent for switching between the drives, and the best about Rosso is his
ability to remain active under pressure in the obedience.
I’ve written a little about these things before. Regarding the grip – you can put anything into Rosso’s mouth and he’ll
catch and hold it with a calm grip. The first thing I noticed when I got him was how he filled up his mouth 100%. He
has a lot of aggressiveness in his bloodline, but I put that away when I got him, because the aggression may look good,
but it’s too difficult to handle in competition.
You must have aggression in Schutzhund work and I also have it in my training. But in my opinion trainers devote too
much time to this aspect for very little
return. Like I said, it looks good, and
it’s very macho, but normally after ten
Schutzhund trials the dog is not
working in aggression any more.
For me it is important that the
aggression is a natural response in the
dog and isn’t a result of a reaction to
pain. This pain isn’t found in the
program, so why coach our dogs for it?
After 5 to 10 trials the dog has learnt
the difference between training and the
trial field and then we often see that the
dog doesn’t change between the drives
any more, because the provocation is
missing.

DSH-Spezial:
And his conformation standard? For example, his anatomy, bone substance, pigmentation, head, size etc.
Pierre Wahlström:
Conformation is not Rosso’s best feature. He is borderline
acceptable. He is substantial (41 kilo), 65 cm tall with very good
pigment and a super head. The puppies I have from him at home
are better than he is.
DSH-Spezial:
Is there other things that don’t please you about him?
Pierre Wahlström:
Yes. Sometimes he has too much temperament for me. If I have not
worked him for two days, I have to put the brakes on him and hold
him down a little before I can start to teach him something.
DSH-Spezial:
How does Rosso work in the individual disciplines
and what do you pay attention to?
Pierre Wahlström:
He is a very effective tracker. I have made it clear to
him from the start that he had to follow his nose and
not his desire to use his muscles. Problems can occur
if it’s too easy for him. For example, green grass.
But I don’t coach on this too often, putting my
emphasis on harder terrain.
In the obedience my dogs are working actively. I want my dogs active, but nevertheless, 100% obedient. I don’t like
driving 1,500 kms to a competition knowing I can’t trust my dog. Rosso is very light to work in drive. Genetically he
brings this to the work from nature and I only need be consistent. In the passive exercises, such as “Platz” or “Steh”, I
take out the activity, but not in the active exercises.
In the protection Rosso demonstrates a convincing grip. Wherever possible he tries to bite with a full mouth. In
Bratislava, in the long escape, he didn’t manage to get a full grip, but he adjusted this immediately on being set down. In
the beginning he had a tendency to put too much energy and aggression into the fight.
In the guarding phase he would jump over the height of the Helper’s head. The spectators love it of course, but it’s not
good for points. Mistakes happen faster then, especially when a renewed attack is expected. So I’ve stopped him from
doing this, told him to sit and take it easy. He doesn’t like it, but that way he is under control and then I feel better.
Rosso also has a great talent for doing building searches. He loves exercises in different surroundings, where he gets to
jump and to climb everywhere. So I’ve trained him to find explosives.

Ängsbacken´s Rosso pedigree
Sire: Crok v. Erlenbusch SchH3, BSP, a-normal
Sire: Theseus v. Karthago SchH3, FH1 a-normal
Dam: Zeta v. Karthago SchH2, a-fast normal
Sire: Kimbo v. Karthago SchH3, IPO3, FH, BSP a-normal
Sire: Half v. Ruhbachtal SchH3, FH, BSP a-normal
Dam: Flexie v. Karthago SchH3 a-normal
Dam: Anja v. Kerpener-Landa SchH1, a-normal
Sire: Troll v. bösen Nachbarshaft SchH3, BSP, a-normal
Sire: Aly v. Vordersteinwald SchH3, FH2, BSP a-normal
Dam: Afra v. Haus Feller SchH2, a-normal
Dam: Satoris Yolli IPO3, BHP3 a-fast normal
Sire: Cliff v.d. Möhnequelle SchH3, FH, a-normal
Dam: Satoris Silla BHP3 a-normal
Dam: Satoris Tina BHP3, a-fast normal

DSH-Spezial:
How do you develop drive and which drives and motivation do you prefer to use?

Pierre Wahlström:
This is a really good question but one that is hard to explain in a few words. I do not have a system, or work in
different “boxes” and I would never say something like, “with this training you’ll need so many hours.” For me
it’s simple - don’t make it too hard and work as a team. What’s important is the dog and handler work together
at a level both are comfortable with. Check before starting training and ask yourself is the dog prepared? Is the
handler prepared also? In the beginning, train at a low level of drive and then increase the level of drive when
the exercise can be carried out, while never forgetting that the handler is the Boss.
DSH-Spezial:
Do you know Rosso’s parents?
Pierre Wahlström:
I don’t know them that well. I’ve seen Rosso’s mother twice and his father twice. I can’t make any serious evaluation
after that amount of time.
DSH-Spezial:
What are his siblings like?
Pierre Wahlström:
In Rosso’s litter there were two different types of dogs. One type was larger than normal and the other type was rather
small. Rosso’s sister, Ricci - my brood bitch, is small. The pigment is similar to Rosso’s and also her behaviour.
Likewise, six of his litter brothers and sisters have taken part in the Swedish mental test.
DSH-Spezial:
How many males and females were in Rosso’s litter?
Rosso: HD: normal, ED: ua, MH, BH, IPO3, BHP3, SchH3, Kkl: 1 lbz, ZB: G
Rejsa: HD: normal, ED: ua, MH, BSL1, IPO3, BHP3, KK: 2, ZB: G
Ricci: HD: normal, ED: ua, MH, IPO3, KK: 2, ZB: G
Rappa: HD: fast normal, ED: ua, MH, BHP1, KK: 2, ZB: G
Rusty: HD: fast normal, ED: ua, MH, BHP1
Ritto: HD: normal, ED: ua, BH
Rasko: HD normal
Remmy: HD: normal, ED: ua, MH
Rimma: HD: fast normal, ED: ua, MH, BH
Rejko: HD: fast normal, ED: ua
(MH = Swedish character test)
DSH-Spezial:
What exactly does “ua” in ED mean?
ua is (0) Normal
DSH-Spezial:
Did you have any pups in the litter with longhair, missing teeth or with one testicle?
Pierre Wahlström:
I don’t know about any. And seems it’s almost impossible to get longhairs from Rosso. He bred 2 longhair bitches in
Sweden (which is allowed here) and there were no longhairs in amongst the litters.
DSH-Spezial:
Rosso has been used at stud?
Pierre Wahlström:
Rosso has been used 34 times in Europe.
DSH-Spezial:
What can you tell us about his progeny?
Pierre Wahlström:
He produces correct grips and a natural talent for the C work. I can’t say much more than that at the moment as I am
only talking about the progeny I have seen and not those I have only heard about. His oldest progeny are only nearing 2
years of age. Perhaps in another 1 to 2 years I can say more.
DSH-Spezial:
What do you know about his breeding faults?
Pierre Wahlström:
It’s difficult to say because the oldest are only just 20 months old. One should pay attention to the size and the breed
type. Longhairs are as yet unknown and from my point of view the HD and ED results of his progeny, so far, are above
average. Below is some recent data.
HD
(No.
Reg.
pu ps)

(No. of
tested
pups)

HD grad A

HD grad B

HD grad C

HD grad D

HD grad E

119

55

36,4 % ( 20 st)

45,5 % ( 25 st)

12,7 % ( 7 st)

5,5 % ( 3 st)

-%

Breed averages

( 0 st)

34,0 % (4 962 st) 37,0 % (5 405 st) 19,2 % (2 802 st) 7,8 % (1 135 st) 2,1 % ( 306 st)

ED
Number
Nu mber of
of reg.
pups tested arth ritis ua (0)
pu ps
119

54

Breed averages

arth ritis, mild (1)

arth ritis, moderate (2)

arthritis, severe (3)

1,9 %

1,9
( 1 st)
%

%

3,6
( 627 st)
%

0,8
( 137 st)
%

96,3 %

( 52 st)

( 1 st)

82,7 %

(14 540 st) 12,9 % (2 270 st)

( 0 st)

DSH-Spezial:
You’re not only a World Champion but you’ve started twice with two dogs from your own kennel – a laudable breeding
achievement. Our full respect! Give us your opinion of what constitutes a good dog that is worthy to use in breeding.
Pierre Wahlström:
It’s correct I am a breeder, albeit a small one, because I only have one litter a year. It’s important to me to see how the
dog performs. But I also take into account what the owner is like. Then I like to see the dog in different situations. You
can read many dogs through their eyes. One also gets badly qualified/trained dogs which nevertheless have something to
offer. And also, most important for me is the mother. She must be dedicated to spending a lot of her time looking after
her puppies. I don’t like bitches that hop about and try to escape from her puppies when they run after her. In my
opinion she should stop and say "no" to them. This is the sort of mother that gives her puppies their first experiences in
cooperation while also making them more robust.
In addition, the mother should be substantial with a good build.
It gives me great pleasure to see bitches compete at the big events. Even when they don’t get the best results,
nevertheless, they were presented at the event and this is still 100 times better than breeders that only present their
“champions” at home in the litter box.
DSH-Spezial:
How do you define your breeding goals?
Pierre Wahlström:
I focus my breeding on dogs which want to work for the handler and try to exclude the negative qualities of the German
Shepherd Dog. I don’t like dogs that only work for themselves and to their own advantage. We require dominance and
hardness in our dogs, but, besides that, the willingness to cooperate shall not be absent. A German Shepherd Dog should
have a willing work ethic from nature – because it is a German Shepherd Dog
In my view, German Shepherd Dogs that are from nature unwilling to co-operate are a danger to our breeding program.
Many people talk about the males, but I try to concentrate more on the bitches. Having a good bitch is what brings the
good puppies.
DSH-Spezial:
In your opinion how important is a good brood bitch? What qualities are essential and what’s not so important to you?
Pierre Wahlström:
The most important thing for me is the mental structure. How she copes with surprises and unpredictable occurrences.
Also important is the motivation and drives when working, as well as how she behaves in passive situations and how
she allows herself to be handled as a brood bitch.
I also prefer big, roomy females that are typical brood bitch types. It is also important that they care for their puppies
during the first 8 weeks, and that she spends time in the whelping box and playing with them. Bitches that teach their
puppies about subordination also lay the foundations for future education.
DSH-Spezial:
What’s your opinion of the current situation with the breed? Are we only breeding for a “modern sport dog” and if so,
are important characteristics being lost? Or are we heading in the right direction?
Pierre Wahlström:
I don’t like the term “modern sport dog “. How a dog develops depends on who the owner is. I use my dogs for the sport
and for the service. However, I understand today it’s normal to separate the breed into different categories. I hate this.
We have only one German Shepherd Dog which should be fully operational in a variety of work.
Some German Shepherds are so angry that it’s hard to start with them. Others are so fine they become World
Champions. I hear dogs that earn high points are declared as “sport dogs” – but I think this is a total misunderstanding.
My Rosso is the best example of this. You only had to see him when he came to me as a young dog. He wanted to bite
everyone, he went hunting, he ran after cars, he protected the house and so on. Consequently the police took an interest
in him. At this time Rosso was no “sport dog.” He was a service dog. Only by attending my Sunday School did he
become a sport dog. These and other examples are shown to us every day.
DSH-Spezial:
Because having an extreme speed is an important breeding criteria the dogs are becoming faster and faster, in the
protection phases in particular. To what extent does the trial program influence the health and breeding aspects? In
your view is it ok that the judge wants to see everything even faster, or is a normal speedy execution sufficient to be
able to judge the working abilities, such as the drives? Is life in the fast lane in fact also breaking our dogs down faster
and faster?
Pierre Wahlström:
This is one of the best questions so far, and quite topical. Only recently in Bratislava I spoke to the Chief Judge, Mr.
Tabuer, about this. As working dog judges we must certainly take notice. The spectators want to see dogs that are like a
Concorde. But what toll does all this power take on the bodies of the dogs and those of the Helpers?
We can’t do much about it at the moment, but in my view we can influence matters by not paying so much attention to
the extremely quick dogs, so as to not to place over-emphasis on this characteristic.

There are also goal-orientated dogs that go direct to the Helper at a normal tempo. The problem today often lies with an
extreme prey drive, where, to reach their goal the dog is driven to go faster. The development work further fixates the
dog on the Helper, while the dog’s high prey drive demands this. Best is to set the dog directly onto the man, focusing
between the shoulders. Then if the Helper does evasive movements, the dog should follow. Dogs that learn this way
always come in fast and direct, but without any craziness.
DSH-Spezial:
How do your evaluate the health of the breed?
Pierre Wahlström:
I think we must pay special attention to back and elbow problems in
our breeding.
DSH-Spezial:
Will we see Pierre Wahlström start again with a dog next year?
Pierre Wahlström:
At the moment I think rather not. Indeed, as a winner Rosso is
already qualified, and he’s in really good form and could still take
part for another 2-3 years. But I have 3 of his sons which are
likewise very good and suitable for higher tasks.
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Plus it must be understood that I have other interests other than only training dogs. My son, Arvid, is now 2 years old
and needs a father. At the moment I’m more focused on putting someone from our training group on the WUSV World
stage. But sure – I’ll be back.
DSH-Spezial:
Have you already got a successor to Rosso?
Pierre Wahlström:
Yes. I have two Rosso sons out of my own breeding and one Rosso son from the kennel "Jabina".
To round things off I would like to say a few final words. I give my full respect to all the countries of the world
performing such good work for the German Shepherd Dog and in particular the people of Germany, Holland and
Belgium, many of whom have helped me with my own development over the last 15 years. The culture of the sport in
these countries is an absolute dream for us here in Scandinavia. Special thanks also to my training friends in Sweden,
and to the training groups in and around Roger Snollaerts and Bert Aerts.
And thank you DSH-Spezial also. I’ve really been impressed by the work this magazine performs. For me it is the best
there is for the German Shepherd Dog. I really hope that people all over the world take the opportunity to read the
magazine, because the contents are a big help to many breeders and trainers alike. Congratulations for an excellent
magazine!
DSH-Spezial:
Thank you for a frank and pleasant interview and we wish you all the best in your sporting dog career and all success
for the future.

Left: Champions Hinden’s Imze & Rosso pass the torch to the next generation - right, with Figo.

